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Dictation Activity 1 Dictation Activity 2

A great _______________ to the boredom of looking on the 

_______________ for hours is to _______________ the computer 

for an _______________ of physical activity, or perhaps an 

_______________ to a place of _______________ interest. 

_______________ the benefits this would bring:

Having the chance to _______________ with others;

Having the opportunity to visit a _______________ attraction;

Having the _______________ to decide where and when to go.

Gunther Von-Strausseltaub was a scientist of _______________ 
fame. His latest mission was to head up a team on an 

_______________ flight to catch a _______________life form 

from the planet Zoub 45398. Here, he had discovered, these 

creatures had showed no _______________ signs of getting old. 

He was hoping that by collecting samples, he could conduct 

an _______________ to discover an _______________ substance. He 

had already created an _______________ version which slowed 

getting old and now he just needed the last _______________ in 

his code to STOP ageing all together. 

On the morning of the mission, Dr Von-Straussletaub sprayed 

on his _______________ before he pulled on his _______________ 
suit, ready to make his place in history.

interlude internet autonomy interact popular

particular antidote excursion Consider exchange

peculiar external intermediate antiperspirant intergalactic

autopsy integer international antiageing antigravity
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Dictation Activity 3 Dictation Activity 1

Daisy wanted to sell her old car but simply telling her friends 

about it was proving to be a _______________. Her dad decided 

it was time to _______________ and suggested she wrote an 

advert for the second hand car magazine, _______________ 
Weekly. It read:

‘_______________ Image’ for sale.

Yellow _______________.

_______________ gears.

Excellent _______________ steering wheel cover.

Full tank of petrol and _______________ included.

_______________ services.

Owner is a _______________.

exterior non-smoker Intercity non-starter Regular

intervene antifreeze Automobile automatic non-stick

A great _______________ to the boredom of looking on the 

_______________ for hours is to _______________ the computer 

for an _______________ of physical activity, or perhaps an 

_______________ to a place of _______________ interest. 

_______________ the benefits this would bring:

Having the chance to _______________ with others;

Having the opportunity to visit a _______________ attraction;

Having the _______________ to decide where and when to go.
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Dictation Activity 2 Dictation Activity 3
Gunther Von-Strausseltaub was a scientist of _______________ 
fame. His latest mission was to head up a team on an 

_______________ flight to catch a _______________life form 

from the planet Zoub 45398. Here, he had discovered, these 

creatures had showed no _______________ signs of getting old. 

He was hoping that by collecting samples, he could conduct 

an _______________ to discover an _______________ substance. He 

had already created an _______________ version which slowed 

getting old and now he just needed the last _______________ in 

his code to STOP ageing all together. 

On the morning of the mission, Dr Von-Straussletaub sprayed 

on his _______________ before he pulled on his _______________ 
suit, ready to make his place in history.

Daisy wanted to sell her old car but simply telling her friends 

about it was proving to be a _______________. Her dad decided 

it was time to _______________ and suggested she wrote an 

advert for the second hand car magazine, _______________ 
Weekly. It read:

‘_______________ Image’ for sale.

Yellow _______________.

_______________ gears.

Excellent _______________ steering wheel cover.

Full tank of petrol and _______________ included.

_______________ services.

Owner is a _______________.
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Dictation Activity 1 
A great antidote to the boredom of looking on the internet for hours is to exchange the computer for an interlude of physical activity, or 
perhaps an excursion to a place of particular interest. Consider the benefits this would bring:
Having the chance to interact with others;
Having the opportunity to visit a popular attraction;
Having the autonomy to decide where and when to go.

Dictation Activity 2 
Gunther Von-Strausseltaub was a scientist of international fame. His latest mission was to head up a team on an intergalactic flight to 
catch a peculiar life form from the planet Zoub 45398. Here, he had discovered, these creatures had showed no external signs of getting 
old. He was hoping that by collecting samples, he could conduct an autopsy to discover an anti-ageing substance. He had already created 
an intermediate version which slowed getting old and now he just needed the last integer in his code to STOP ageing all together.
On the morning of the mission, Dr Von-Straussletaub sprayed on his antiperspirant before he pulled on his antigravity suit, ready to make 
his place in history. 

Dictation Activity 3 
Daisy wanted to sell her old car but simply telling her friends about it was proving to be a non-starter. Her dad decided it was time to 
intervene and suggested she wrote an advert for the second hand car magazine, Automobile Weekly. It read:
‘Intercity Image’ for sale.
Yellow exterior.
Automatic gears.
Excellent non-stick steering wheel cover.
Full tank of petrol and antifreeze included.
Regular services.
Owner is a non-smoker.


